_The Wi-Fi Technology
Playbook for Hotels
Learn how to optimize your guests’ Wi-Fi experience and increase engagement
while providing them with a safe, comfortable, and contactless stay.
And we’ll let you in on our little secret—this engagement pays for itself!

_ HOTEL PLAYBOOK

_As a hotelier preparing to reopen in the post-COVID new normal,
you’re almost certainly facing a barrage of questions:
How are you going to make guests feel safe, comfortable, and engaged during their stay?
How does technology fit into your cleanliness initiatives?
How will you change events and conferences to meet new guidelines and restrictions?
How will you monetize your network beyond charging for access?
How will you optimize your existing Wi-Fi network to meet your guests’ increased Wi-Fi demands successfully?
This playbook will help answer these questions and guide you through the process of
defining new operational strategies, so you continue to deliver the best possible guest
experience.
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_ HOTEL PLAYBOOK

_How to Reopen and Attract Guests?
Cleanliness Standards Increase Demands on Wi-Fi Technology
Understandably, in preparing to reopen, your main focus is on keeping your guests and staff safe and healthy.
Single Digits released our Health and Hygiene Guidelines that we (and our partners) follow when visiting our
customers. For hotels that are reopening, cleanliness should be the top priority and the key to encouraging guests
to visit and maintain their loyalty. Be sure to publish your guidelines and make them readily available to potential
hotel guests.

Use the checklist on

page 8 to identify what

you need to consider

before turning your Wi-Fi
back on at your property,

When defining your operational strategies for making guests feel safe at your property, it makes sense to consider
how technology fits into your post-COVID plan. Guests are looking for more touchless experiences as they

so you don’t miss
anything.

contemplate their travel options and make decisions on where to stay. Things like touchless check-in and checkout, mobile keys, and touchless IoT technology in their rooms are areas that can create peace of mind while also
personalizing the guest experience. For example, using mobile applications or guest messaging systems for room
service, spa and fitness center reservations, and concierge requests can provide opportunities for you to connect your services more
directly with your guests. With the increased demands on these types of technology, take time to re-evaluate your Wi-Fi capabilities. It’s
essential to consider how you will interact, engage, and maintain loyalty with your guests in this new touchless reality. Read more in our blog,
Hospitality Reimagined—Cleanliness Joins Wi-Fi as Top Amenity.
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_ HOTEL PLAYBOOK

_Smart Investments in Technology Post-COVID
Evaluate the different types of contactless technology you can provide to your guests for a safe and comfortable stay. You won’t be able to implement
them all, so identify which ones will help you the most. Keep in mind most, if not all, leverage your Wi-Fi. Your brand may have guidelines that determine
which vendor you choose.

Contactless Check-in and Check-out
Avoid the crowds in the lobby by allowing your guests to
experience a contactless check-in and check-out process.

Mobile Keys
Provide your guests with mobile keys so they can access
their rooms using just their phones.

?

Guest Messaging
Guest messaging tools can be used to order room service,
request towels, place maintenance requests, schedule a time
slot at the fitness center, and so on. Use a guest messaging
tool that helps provide a high-touch stay without any contact.
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Smart TVs
Guests are going to be spending a lot more time
in their rooms. Hospitality TVs (smart TVs) are
actually smart hubs which not only allow guests to
stream content like they do from home, but also
control lights and thermostats and even order
room service.

Casting Platforms
Just like Smart TVs help people get online, casting
tools help manage privacy while allowing a user to
connect to their content. Some brands offer “hightech” rooms, which incorporate casting platforms
that also enable guests to control their room’s
temperature and lights.
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_ HOTEL PLAYBOOK

_Group Events Will Need Wi-Fi Connectivity More Than Ever
Do you traditionally host larger group events or meetings? With 10 million jobs worldwide depending on the
meeting and events industry, it’s a significant consideration at many hotels. When groups reconvene, they must
meet safely and follow any state guidelines. What will a post-COVID event look like?

Use technologies that
go beyond traditional
items like projectors and
screens; items to support

On-site groups will be smaller, and regardless of the size, they will take up more space to accommodate social

sound reinforcement,

distancing and group size restraints.

recording, web-

Technology like web conferencing and digital tools for polling and Q&A will be in high demand.
Tradeshows will expect lower attendance and many conferences are developing a hybrid approach to

conferencing and digital
tools for polling and Q/A
should be considered.

meetings—virtual events coinciding with the smaller, in-person breakout sessions. Live-streaming and digitally
produced content will be commonly used to accommodate virtual attendees.
A hotel with the right capabilities to support online communication and interaction throughout an event will stand
out among the rest. Reliable Wi-Fi is now more critical than ever when hosting events on your property. Our
partner, PSAV, has come up with some guidelines and a playbook for structuring your post-COVID group events.
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_ HOTEL PLAYBOOK

_How Will You Pay for the New Technology Needed to Attract Guests Today?
Your hotel will need extra bandwidth and new technology for a successful reopening. Your goal is to make your hotel the preferred place to stay as
people start traveling, but your funds are restricted because occupancy is down. In a world where contactless is the new normal enhanced guest
engagement will be vital to success! First we recommend optimizing your guests’ connection experience with Passpoint®. With Passpoint, networkspecific profiles can be created that allow users to connect and stay connected with little or no friction--an important consideration in light of recent
trends in the mobile device market that could disrupt your guests’ seamless experience. Network profiles will help you continue to personalize
connections to your Wi-Fi networks and drive customer loyalty regardless of what changes are around the corner. Next, you’ll want to take a look at
the following options for TWO NEW WAYS to generate revenue from your network while engaging with your guests.

1. Roaming and Offload
Increase the value of your Wi-Fi network by partnering with carriers who are interested in optimizing
their network coverage.

Not only does mobile

It’s easy to monetize your network whenever mobile devices transition from the cellular network onto

connected, but it can also

an available Wi-Fi network by merely enabling Wi-Fi Roaming Offload.

provide revenues from

By taking advantage of the power of the Single Digits Roaming Hub, and turning on Passpoint®, a
network operator can simply enable cellular carriers to offload their user data usage onto a Wi-Fi
network and thereby create a seamless and frictionless roaming experience for mobile customers.
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offload help users stay

bandwidth sharing. To
learn more, check out this
blog post.
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_ HOTEL PLAYBOOK

2. Personalized Advertising
You know your guests are going to the internet as soon as they enter the property. Help them optimize
their stay by using your captive portal to promote the services offered by your hotel, and drive loyalty by
personalizing those promotions based on their interests. There is no upfront investment. The only cost is a

Learn more about Single
Digits Wi-Fi authentication
access portals.

little time to convey your messaging and make decisions—the rest is revenue sharing based on traffic.

Ads enhanced with PMS Integration

#

Guest accesses Wi-Fi
through network portal
using a social media or
email account.

After credential capture,
we redirect the guest to an
advertisement (Static or
Video).

After the ad is viewed,
we redirect guest to the
internet.
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During their hotel stay, we may
take the opportunity to push
ads to the guest based on their
interests
.

After each ad view, the
guest is redirected back
to the internet.
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_ CHECKLIST

_Evaluating Your Wi-Fi to Meet Your Guests’ New Travel Needs
Did you shut off Wi-Fi services during the COVID lockdown, or do you anticipate more guests using the Wi-Fi going forward?
Before you turn up your occupancy and turn on your network, make sure it can handle your guests’ increased demands!
Check the status of your network devices—are they online and operating correctly?
Not sure how to check the status of your network devices? With Single Digits, monitoring
your network devices is as simple as accessing your property dashboard, which provides
valuable insight into the health of your network. If devices are not working correctly, it’s time
to make a support call before you reopen.
Check your guests’ device use and bandwidth consumption
and make sure your network can keep up.
With people streaming movies, playing games, and engaging on social media from multiple
devices—can your current bandwidth keep up? Use your property dashboard to get easy
access to bandwidth consumption and device usage data and use that information along
with your occupancy rates to see how your network is keeping up. We recommend you check
your occupancy rates for days when your usage spiked, and if, for example, you are at 50%
occupancy or less, it is clear you will need more bandwidth for peak utilization days.
Evaluate your Wi-Fi authentication and access portals.
How do your guests access Wi-Fi on your property? Provide frictionless guest connectivity
with Hotspot 2.0 and develop a strategy for overcoming the authentication challenges
presented by trends in the mobile device market, including iOS 14. Read our post,
It’s Time to Rally Behind Passpoint, for helpful suggestions.
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How old is your Wi-Fi network?
Is your Wi-Fi network ready for the resurgence of users and an
increase in traffic? Determine what you need to do right now to
prepare for your reopening as well as what you’ll need to do five
years from now to future-proof your network. It’s an excellent time
to think about what technology you are utilizing—for example, see
our recent blog on the convergence of 5G and Wi-Fi 6 networks.
List the software and IoT devices that currently access
your network along with those you would like to add:
Here’s a list to get you started:
Contactless Check-in/Check-out
Mobile Keys
Guest Messaging Software
Smart Thermostats

Smart Lighting
Smart TVs
Casting Platforms

Does your Wi-Fi access portal need a redesign?
Does it match your brand standards?
What credentials are you asking for?
Where are you redirecting visitors after login?
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_ HOTEL PLAYBOOK

_Let’s do this together!
Don’t try to do everything at once. Let our trained resources help you identify,
prioritize, and optimize your guests’ experiences as they start to join you
again for business and pleasure.
Single Digits has had a head start on solutions that provide guests with the
digitally customized and connected experience they demand today. Check
out our playbook and checklist for Delivering on the New Personalization
Imperative for more ideas on improving your guests’ experience when you
reopen your doors.
Let’s collaborate. Our team at Single Digits is here to help you move forward
in the post-COVID new normal. Reach out to us, and let’s get started!
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Have questions about the
various network solutions and
expertise we offer? Let us help
you monetize your network
and deliver the best guest
Wi-Fi experience throughout
your property. Contact us
today at 603.580.1539 or
info@singledigits.com
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ABOUT SINGLE DIGITS:
Single Digits is a leading provider of intelligent managed networks, next generation Wi-Fi solutions,
High-Speed Internet Access management and global support solutions. The company offers
complete guest and resident internet and connectivity solutions, including components of IP
network design, engineering, professional services, ongoing maintenance, networking monitoring,
multi-lingual support, revenue reporting and authentication tracking. Single Digits currently serves
over 5700 customers across the hospitality, student housing, MDU, transportation, and federal
and municipal government facilities. Copyright 2020.

